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DOMESTIC BUSTULSS OUTLOOK 

- Morris Livingston, Chief, National Economics 
ivision, “oft ice of Business Economics, U. S. Department of 

EE irce: at the 27th Annual Agricultural Outlock Conference, 
Washington eos Dy Ces October 31, 19h9. 

eis “ii a look into the future it is desirable to have .a clear 

te of the readjustments which have occurred this year business is 
a e The market value of the totel national output, as measured 

8 national product, is currently about 5 percent below the peak anual 
! diion reached in the fourth quarter of 198, At no time this year 

re than 5 pércent below that peak, It is still hicher than in any 
o last year. 

recent reduction is in part merely lower prices, In part there has 
ane’ in physical volume, The decline in physical volune, however , 
to any decrease in total purchases ov the ultimate users of the 

nex expenditures are currently 2 to 3 percent below the fourth quar- 

Since this is about in line with the change in the cost of, living, it 
\ _ there has not been any reduction in the physical quantities taken by 

Peinere have been important changes in the purchases of some things, but 
> tended to offset each other, For example, automobile sales are well 

ourth quarter rate, On the other hand, retail sales of clothing, in 
down more than 10 percent, 

ner expenditures for food and alcoholic beveraces are about 5 percent 
rth quarter peak, But this reduction is compounded of a 3 percent 

retail moe sag plus some reduction in ‘ee proportion of the consumer 
The physical 

vate outlays for construction and producers! equipment are in the aggre= 
5 percent below the fourth quarter peak, This is probably a little 

an the decline in the prices of these items, The difference, however, is 
alanced by the further rise in purchases by Federal, State and local gov-— 

ath the total purchases by the ultimate users of the national output re- 
wy by the amount of the Ge Dee aac two-thirds of the Joie in the 

* 
.V 

an Hehe quarter of 19he to raat alas at nthe rate of < "3 to. 333 bil 
third quarter of this year, 



the ultimate users, 

che a Ta ae : Sa rate Oe : agen " Par an sae ie HEY nuh ie 2 i) lipe Bik Ai a 

é { . _ iv. * , : hai t8 Fee Raed h i, { 

we ye AB Past ore apanied ere Ae t aN i ae ‘4 Hs 

satisfied by drawing down Aenea affected weiner she 1 
goods, When inventories were being accumulated ali along the ay 
were turning out more rie the Cea wince mar} pen REY Ne With th 

Since inventory changes effect primarily the manufacturer , 
oT there was a disprovortionate decline in manufacturing output and 

| time when broader measures such as the gross national product OR 
income indiceted comparatively little change. Since the shift from 
mulation to liquidation tends to affect some industries and companie 
others, it also helps to explain the uneven geogranhical incidence 0. 

This appraisal puts the recent uoturn in manufacturing oubou 
ment in its proper perspective, What has happened is that buyers, wh 
ed out of Hs ee while whey Teta es uhes inventories an 

hiwas: Pe eee Se nd eens at the pn Hera - or in some. 
. > . . A 7 © =i Ry My 

replenish inventories which had been reduced too much, | 
7 

of the nat pfonail oan there has been no recession from wiee a rec 
to the peak gross national product reached in the fourth quarter OL 

the absence of both a return to the high rate of inventory accumu! 
time and a return to the hish prices of that time, would require 
by the ultimate users of the national outcut be substantially above 
quarter neak, There is no evidence that such an increase is ea 

Even before the recent upturn in manufacturing outomt and e 
was apparent that-the readjustments from boom conditions had not set oi 
tive dowmward spirsl of expenditures and income, They did not cause 
tailment of business plans for expansion .and modérnization, “The tater 
of Commerce-Securities and Exchange Mme i survey of a Tepreraay 
section of American bi siness, covering planned outlays for plant and 
the fourth quarter, indicates that these plans. are about 10 pereent | 
reported at this time a year ago covering the fourth quarter of last a 
total for the year is nominally below. the expectations ‘reported in ab 
last February. | 

Consumer buying power has been well maintained, Total disposable 
income--which is the total of all WAGES y salaries, dividends, intere 
cones of farmers, unincorvorated businessmen and professional -people 
sonal income, after taxes--is only about 3 percent below the fourth qi 
This is about in line with the drop in the cost: of living. With the i 
unemployment bonefits, and in spite of the decrease in employment, the 
of waze and salary workers in the aggregate has been more than ae i 

oo 

Ae ERIC, hei boom condi tdors aes nat Rare a more severe reces 
reason, of course, is the remaining backlog oF ort. for hirpape 00 

still too strong and too urgent +O ay Sate ae of a seat ae 

yen more ata has been the net Aas of government 5 act 



unemployment benefits which helped to maintain consumer buying 
sing trend of public works and defense outlays at a time when cer- 

, sectors of demand wae beginning. to taper off, The a effect, how= 
n be summarized in terms of the shift in the governuont fiseal position, 

w $ r e > . y 

ig the national income and product accounts, the combined Federal, State. 
government survius in the fourth quarter of. last year was at the season- 
ted annual rate of ebout $5 billion, In other words, zovernnont was 

ing from private spending power, in taxes and other receipts, w5 billion 
more than it was paying out, 

y On the Endive side, this change is ae a of some net ee 
government purchases plus the rise in unemployment benefits, On the re- 

e, the major element is the decline in corporate profits with the result- 
tion in the amounts which must be set aside out of those profits for 

sh that summary of where we are today, let us turn to the futures 
+ er 

! last June. 

= The first of these two vara is that a further deeline of 10 to 20 
F in constant prices, would bring total outlays for all sorts of producers! 
16 next year approximately in line with the secular level necessary to take 

normal replacements plus the normal long-term growth in the country's 
of such equipment. This is in addition tc the decline of roughly 5 percent 
has already occurred from the peak reached in the fourth quarter of 198, 

fhe second conclusion is that the remaining backlog of deferred demands for 
rs! equipment is large enough to maintain the average level of outlays over 

ext several years above what would be necessary merely to take care of normal 
cements and growth, 

_ This remaining backlog is primarily in terms of deferred replacements 
than deferred growth in the total stock of equipment in use. The farmer 
ded a tractor and did not heave one has been under strong compulsion to buy 
or on whatever terms he could get it. The aeeey who had a ap uies which 

meiderable . inconvenience and Lastiied on bi Si as repair les Lee than 
new tractor under the market conditions which have existed since the end of: 

ar, The result is that the number of tractors on farms has grovm enormous ly, 

Beret those “tractors which were already overage at the end of the war are 
1 in service.» The same situation exists for nos other types of producers! . 
oD ent. 

Because these replacements can be deferred until the buyer is in a more 

le position, they have not prevented, and will not prevent a decline in out—’ 
The fact that this backlog does exist whenever the seller is willing to make. 
en> concessions to the buyer does help, however, to hold the reduction to . -— 
dest proportions. t 
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Analysis of the various clements of nonresidential construction leads to 

the same gcneral conclusion -.and for much the same reasons, Total outlays aig 

199 will be down a little from 19l8. 1950 is likely to be below 19149, but nob 

drastically so. 

After declining in late 198 and early 1919, residential construction has 

since shown renowed strength, Total outlays this year will be about 5 percent be 

low 19.8, but the backlog of unfinished construction carried over into 1950 will 

probably be larger than a year ago. p 

This upturn is due in part to the increase in multi-family construction a 

resulting from the liberal FHA terms after the hiatus in those provisions last. ¢ 

yoar, It does not warrant the conclusion that there is a basic reversal of the 

downward ‘trend, On the other hand, the backlog of demand for housing is sti 

large - although the current rate of construction is cable into that backlog 

rather rapidly. 

Furthermore, the nature of the backlog--as with other types of coristruction 

end équipment--is such that it does not operate to maintain residential construc= 

tion activity at the peak rate up to a point, and then abruptly disappear, result= 

ing in a sharp decline in construction to a much lower level. A somewhat greater 

reduction than this year-~say 10 percent--secms reasonable for next year, but the 

decline is not likely to be substantially more than that unless general business 

conditions are very unfavorable. 

There is no reason to assume that the upward trend of government expendi-= 

tures will continuc indefinitely at a rate sufficient to offset this gradual de-  § 

cline in private capital outlays. ‘There is, however, one very important element 

still in the outlook, If, as is now expected, the bulk of the National Service ; 

Life Insurance ee is paid out in the first half of 1950 this will be an annua. 

rate of close to $5 billions, That additional buying power put into the hands of 

consumers should go a long way toward offsetting any weakness in the economy that 

may develop between now and then, 

If the bulk of the dividend is paid out in the first half of the year, the 
last half will, of course, feel the lack of this sustaining influence, 

The devaluation of foreig currencies will tend to make it more difficult 
for this nation to export, and make it easier fer foreigners to invade domestic | 

markets. Its effect on the domestic business outlook, however, should not be over, 
rated. 

Essentially, devaluation attempts to accomplish by free market procedures 
an objective which was inevitable, and which would otherwise involve additional for= 
eigen. government restrictions on imports from the United States. We can continue 
to export more than we import only to the extent that we are willing to lend or ins 
vest abroad, or to the extent we are willing to give the goods away, 

The important point to remember in this respect is that the demand for 
U. S. goods abroad is still so urgent that foreigners are unlikely to accumulate 
any large amounts of unused dollar assets acquired by increasing their exports toy) 
us and reducing their imports from us. A A 

Since personal consumption expenditures account for more than two-thirds of, 
the gross national product, we cannot afford to ignore potential changes in consumer 



iow they will spend their current income, The lessening urgency 
oe for aaa was one of the causes of the topping off of the 

a in the consumer expenditure outlook is the uncertainty as to- 
mobile production will catch up with demand to the point that the rising 

omobile purchases, which has been an important sustaining influence in 
be reversed. Current production is far above the requirements of normal 
nd replacements » SO ehak at some point a ae Sire ees Ls indicated, 

Mivosicver, and the downward trend, eg Her OER SY Sistine in 1950, 
y to be gradual, 

articularly in view of the major addition to consumer buying vower to be 
by the National Service Life Insurance dividend, total consumer expendi- 
ikely to hold up rather well, at least through he first half of nex 

5s analysis of the four major markets adds up to the expectation that the 
potal: purchases by the ultimate users of the national output--that is, 
utput excluding inventory changes--over the next nine months will not 
either direction, With demand holding up rather well, but with some of 
ents to more competitive conditions still incomplete, the general price 

ae the poser pili ty of amore significant decline in the second half 
he dollar volume for the year as a whole should not be very far below 

9. It should be above any ycar prior to 1918, 

ye a period of as long as a year this appraisal is not altcred signifi- 
acluding potential inventory changes. The available evidence suggests 

eke Serr. in the aggregate are not CXCESSIVC Le age accept that 

ing a Picthor ieee in “the gross national He ew On ae ane hand, 
likely that inventory accumulation will be resumed on the scale evident ‘4 
Ii hin these limits, moderate inventory changes, resulting in intermediate 
pcos in manufacturing output and employment, are cssentially unpredictable, 

ieurse short-term inventory fluctuations are not the only unpredictable 
the outlook, The effect of prolonged stecl and coal strikes would be to 
ut and incomes somewhat in the fourth quarter of this year, and throw 
onal demand’ into 1950. It would take a very serious prolongation of 

kes, however, to have any major bearing on 1950 as a whole, 

_ more important possibility is ag ine anata hi the eae se aahu menor of 
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